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dynamics & eq: unlike any traditional passive limiter plugin, sonnox oxford limiter
never clips the dynamics of audio, leaving the source pristine. it delivers truly
transparent limiters that let you have the authority to perform. you can quickly
trigger the limiter from any point in the signal chain, allowing you to control the
entire signal chain with equal sound quality. sidechaining: compressors and limiters
may be relied upon to provide isolation or limit the volume of signals. however, they
also tend to reduce the dynamic range of a signal, particularly when such a
compressor is compressed to 100% of its capacity. sidechain processing allows the
dynamics of the source to be preserved and ride with an audio track or other
sideband to allow greater control over the signal than is possible with a simple
limiter. fft:sonnox oxford limiter supports most dsp platforms; audiobus; and host
applications. it is 32-bit and cross-platform, with support for any mac os, windows,
and linux operating systems. the sonnox oxford limiter is a multi-core fft plugin. new
sound design:sonnox oxford limiter offers a new sound design of extremely
transparent limiters with the unique ability to limit the signal for up to 4 sidebands,
with the result of optimal performance without the compromise of audio quality.
cross-platform:sonnox oxford limiter has been developed from decades of
professional audio experience to provide a very high level of quality and ease of use.
it supports the most popular dsp platforms. it also is cross-platform for mac os,
windows, and linux.
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i love this sonnox de-esser. it's very easy to use, and the controls are easy to use. i
love the presets that are available for it, which makes it even easier to use it. i have

used it in my studio and it performs very well. if you are in the market for a more
complete, professional de-esser, look no further than the oxford supersesser. this is

the little de-esser that could. it's easy to use, with lots of presets, and it works.
sonnox oxford limiter plug-in v1.0.0 was released earlier this year and now comes
the windows version. this is not just a port of sonnox oxford limiter plug-in, but a
completely independent plugin with a new interface design, new algorithms, and
new plug-in parameters. the new limiter is an advanced 32-bit plug-in that can

handle well above the full hard range of any of the most complex, multimillion-dollar
consoles. the reason this not only has become the standard limiter is because the
plug-in can scan and detect any sonic problem areas - and then instantly correct

them automatically. having gone through our own studio sessions, we can confirm
that our new limiter is crystal clear. sonnox oxford compressor plug-in v2.0.0 was

released earlier this year and now comes the windows version. this is not just a port
of sonnox oxford compressor plug-in, but a completely independent plugin with a

new interface design, new algorithms, and new plug-in parameters.the new
compressor is a totally new update to the best-selling original, oxford compressor
plug-in, and is now available for mac os x and windows (xp/vista/7/8) platform. key
features the new compressor offers 4 different compressors, optimized for a variety
of applications ranging from the traditional mix and master, to content creation and
mastering. each compressor has been designed from the ground up to deliver the
best possible performance while maintaining a true original sonnox flavor.at the

same time we have taken advantage of the new plug-in to make it possible to select
the individual parameters of each compressor.this means you can now save time by
simply browsing through the list of parameters and automatically select the desired

setting (for instance, a flat eq). 5ec8ef588b
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